Picture of Claim or Relevant to Claim along with Visual Indication of Verdict (True or False)

**Headline including claim being fact checked and verdict of true or false**

Primary and Secondary Fact Checkers | DD/MM/YYYY

**Claim and Fact**

- Short summary of what’s being fact checked
- Short summary of discovered facts and verdict

**Body and Explanation**

1. What is the source of the claim being discussed? (News sites, social media, notable personality.)
2. What primary sources and secondary sources have we used? (Links are provided.)
3. How did we reach a conclusion? (An explanation of the fact checking process for that particular claim and how we researched and confirmed/denied the particular claim.)
4. Conclusion including an attempt to identify the party responsible for the misinformation.

**End-Summary**

- Restate short summary of discovered facts and verdict.